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Copyright Law Copyright Law According to the copyright act of an individual 

is only liable for infringement when he or she activelyinduces the 

infringement. The act further renders liability on contributory infringers who 

expressly produce specially constructed component applicable in infringing a

patent. Should an individual act in a manner likely to encourage 

infringement of copyrights laws, she or she is liable as stated in the 

copyright Act (Holzmann, 1995). Inducement of infringement by abetting aid 

is punishable under the Act. Actions likely to abet infringement include 

supply of technology that has potential to infringe the content protected 

under copyright law. 

The Sony exception makes it complicated to implement controls on copyright

laws infringement. It further renders it difficult to prohibit the widespread 

sharing of media files. According to the Sony exception, media users can 

always have special situations during which they can share media files 

without infringing the applicable user policies. It relates to inducement 

infringement as opposed to contributory infringement. It does not render any

user liable for an act of infringement committed by another person. In the 

case of Sony, it did not intentionally abet users to infringe on the patent 

protected by copyright laws. Sony did not supply its products to users that it 

had informed knowledge was infringing the rights protected by law (Strowel, 

2009). The exception implies that contributory infringement does not exist 

whenever there is no use likely to lea to infringement. The Sony exception 

does not apply in the case of Joe. Joe directly abets infringement through the 

website that allows user distribution of files. Although Joe does not verify 

content shared by users, his website aids acts of infringement. 
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